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“The fact that we find it difficult to give precise definition of complex phenomena does not mean
that they do not exist” - Georgi Gladyshev

There is considerable difficulty in describing the
term life in science which is misleading some
enthusiasts to conclude1 that life is a defunct theory.
Some researchers unfortunately refer to Gladyshev’s
numerous publications 3-6 in support of “defunct theory
of life” which in fact is not the case.
In our time, scientists have found many new
phenomena and have created new theories. For
example, the principles of hierarchical thermodynamics
have been created on the solid fundament of the most
rigorous physical theory of J.W. Gibbs 2 -6.
Hierarchical thermodynamics and new
experimental data 5, 6 suggest that it is reasonable to
represent life as a phenomenon or a set of hierarchical
processes. Considering the similar set of processes,
one may talk about the general process of life, or,
simply, - the process of life. This process is associated
with the appearance and decay of labile chemical
substances in certain intervals of changing the physical
parameters and characteristics of the environment. Life
as a process is also associated with the flow of energy.
Life is described by the laws of thermodynamics at all
hierarchical levels of physical structures in which life
processes take place and react to the physical forces
from the environment. Hierarchical thermodynamics
sculpt living objects. A special role played by the
“principle of substance stability”. It is important to note
that origins and developments of life are results of a
myriad of non-spontaneous and spontaneous stages
- the process of life. Due to the complexity of life, as
a phenomenon, it is impossible to give an exact and
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general definition for it. The various definitions of life
have depended on the points of view of the researchers
that have examined this phenomenon. In recent years,
the author of this article has investigated many of the
details of modern physical-chemical aspects of life in
some works devoted to the hierarchical
thermodynamics of living systems 5, 6.
Thus, from the foregoing perspective, the term
“life” is defined as a phenomenon or process that is
observed in the specific conditions of “existence
renewing” and evolving biological matter. The term
“living” refers to an object (or a system) in which the
life process takes place. By speaking of “living matter”
we are talking about objects (systems) in which the
processes of life take place. From the point of view
of thermodynamics, the phenomenon of life is defined
as: “Life is the process of existence of constantly
renewed polyhierarchical structures during cycles of
transformation of labile chemical substances in the
presence of liquid water on the planet.” According to
the point of view presented in this article it is now
easy to interpret all the terms and definitions containing
the noun - “life”, the adjective -”living”, the verb “life” and so on.
The death of an object means stopping in it the
life processes. Death is the termination of life.
It is not possible to describe the chemical and
biological evolutions (evolution of matter) by
mathematical methods using a general equation. We
can describe only the hierarchical stages of evolution.
Mathematics “likes” the study of interactions or
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conversions of similar objects (same type’s objects).
As is well known, this fact has been explained by
Henri Poincare, J.W. Gibbs, D.I. Mendeleev and
other creators of science.
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